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You are expected to spend 30 minutes on each subject shown on your timetable each day.

Each day use a page of your exercise book to evidence your work:  half a page per subject.

You should also spend 20 minutes reading each day, which you should record in your reading log on page 5.

Homework Timetable

Week starting

19th April

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday INSET INSET

Tuesday Technology Performing Arts

Wednesday Maths Spanish

Thursday English PE

Friday Science RE

Week starting

26th April

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday History Geography

Tuesday Technology Performing Arts

Wednesday Maths Spanish

Thursday English Art

Friday Science RE

Week starting

17th May

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday History Geography

Tuesday Technology Performing Arts

Wednesday Maths Spanish

Thursday English PE

Friday Science RE

Week starting

10th May

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday History Geography

Tuesday Technology Performing Arts

Wednesday Maths Spanish

Thursday English Art

Friday Science RE

Year 7 Summer 1 Knowledge Organiser 2021

This timetable will be in 
use for students who 
are attending lessons in 
school.

For students who are 
working from home, 
Knowledge Organiser 
work will be 
incorporated into  the 
live lessons.  

All students should 
read for at least 20 
minutes each day.

Week starting

3rd May

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday Bank Holiday Bank Holiday

Tuesday Technology Performing Arts

Wednesday Maths Spanish

Thursday English PE

Friday Science RE

Week starting

24th May

Subject 1 Subject 2 Signed

Off

Monday History Geography

Tuesday Technology Performing Arts

Wednesday Maths Spanish

Thursday English Art

Friday Science RE



Username: ____________________________

Password:  ____________________________

Reading Log – Summer 1

Time Score Range

Week Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat Sun Book(s) read (Title and author) AR Quiz  % Score and Date Parent/Guardian/ Staff 

Signature

22/2

1/3

8/3

15/3

22/3

29/3

Half 

term

Please tick the reading log on each day that you read for 20 minutes or more and make sure each week it is signed.
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Tier 2 Vocabulary Definition

Implicit Something that is suggested rather than 
said. 

Explicit Stated clearly and in detail, leaving no room 
for confusion or doubt.

Moral Knowing the difference between right and 
wrong behaviour. 

Vengeful Seeking to harm someone for revenge. 

Betrayal Going against someone’s trust. 

Devotion Feeling of strong love and loyality.

Analysing texts

We use the what, how, why structure to analyse texts.
WHAT has the writer 

done?

The writer has:

depicted/ illustrated/ portrayed/ presented/ repeated/ 

focused upon…

How has the writer 

done this?

Using the adjective/verb/ imagery/noun “__________” 

which suggests ______________

WHY has the writer 

done this?

Perhaps the writer wanted to:

Criticise/teach/demonstrate/ warn/ entertain

The writer might also have wanted the reader to feel 

(insert emotion) because…

Empathise with…because

Understand that…because…

English Year 7. Summer. Myths and Legends

Language technique What is it?

Simile Comparing one thing to 
another using like or as.

Metaphor Where something becomes 
something else 

Personification Giving something inanimate 
(not human) human 
characteristics

Imagery Creating a picture in your 
mind with words

Oxymoron Putting opposites next to each

Symbolism Where something represents 
something else. 
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Subject

terms 

What is it?

Tragedy Sorrowful or terrible events 
encountered or caused by a 
heroic individual.

Hamartia A fatal flaw leading to the 
downfall of a tragic hero or 
heroine.

Hero a person who is admired for 
having done something 
very brave or 
having achieved something
great.

Villain A bad person who harms oth
er people or breaks the law.

Punctuation How to use it
Apostrophe To show ownership (Dan’s book’, or omission (cannot = can’t)

Semi colon Joins two parts of a sentence that can stand alone but are linked (The cake was delicious; I ate it all)

Brackets Add extra information or explanation about a main idea (they can be used after or in the middle of a sentence).

Colon Before introducing a list or to provide an answer. (I need to buy: apples, sausages, potatoes and gravy)



Section 1: Key Vocabulary

Key word Definition

Axis The name for the grid we draw 

graphs on.

Origin The centre of a graph. It has the 

coordinate (0,0)

Coordinate The position on a graph measured 

from the origin.

x-coordinate The horizontal distance from the 

origin

y-coordinate The vertical distance from the 

origin

Reflection A mirror image of an object when 

reflected in a line or a plane.

Rotation The image created when a shape 

is turned around a known point.

Translation The image created when a shape 

is moved to a new position.

Enlargement Making an object bigger or

smaller by using a scale factor

Scale Factor The number you have to multiply 

by when enlarging a shape

Translation Vector A vector that says how far to 

move an object in a horizontal or 

vertical direction

Centre The middle point.

Clockwise To turn in the same direction as a 

clock.

Anticlockwise To turn in the opposite direction 

to a clock.

Horizontal line A line parallel to the horizon

Vertical line A line perpendicular to the

horizon

Section 2: Examples

How would you draw 

the line with the 

equation y=1?

Coordinates are in the form 

(x,y)

Therefore, to draw the line 

y=1, all the y-coordinates 

must be 1.

Plotting and connecting the 

points (3,1) (5,1) and (-2,1) 

would create the line y=1

How would you draw 

the line with equation 

x=2?

What information do 

you need to rotate a 

shape?

1. The centre of rotation

2. The angle of rotation

3. The direction of 

rotation

What information do 

you need to reflect a 

shape?

A mirror line

What information do 

you need to translate a 

shape?

A translation vector

What information do 

you need to enlarge a 

shape?

A centre of enlargement

A scale factor

Section 3: Questions

Q1. Reflect the shape in the mirror line given

Q2. Find the centre of enlargement, and state the 

scale factor of the enlargement below

Q3. Rotate the shape 90o anticlockwise about 

point P

Q4.

Year 7 Mathematics – Half term 5
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Section C- Physics: Space

Section C: Key Vocabulary

Tier 2 Definition

Light year A light-year is a unit of distance. It is the 

distance that light can travel in one year. 

Light moves at a velocity of about 300,000 

kilometers (km) each second. So in one 

year, it can travel about 10 trillion km

Universe All existing matter and space considered as 

a whole

Galaxy A cluster of billions of stars, held together 

by gravity.

Big bang A theory for the origin of the Universe.

Section A: Key Vocabulary

Tier 2 Definition

Fertilisation The fusion of the nucleus of a 

male gamete with the nucleus 

of a female gamete, 

producing a new cell called a 

zygote .

Adolescence The transitional phase  

between childhood and 

adulthood

Foetus the unborn offspring of an 

animal that develops from an 

embryo.

Section A:  Biology: Reproduction

The Menstrual Cycle

Section B: Chemistry skills

Name: Diagram: Use:

Bunsen 

burner

a common piece of laboratory 

equipment used for heating, 

sterilisation, and combustion

Tripod three-legged object used as a platform 

in science experiments

Heat proof 

mat

is used to prevent damage to a work 

surface

Test tube finger-like length of glass tubing, open 

at the top with a flared lip, and a 

rounded U-shaped bottom., can be 

heated

Funnel is a pipe with a wide, often conical 

mouth and a narrow stem. It is used to 

channel liquid or fine-grained 

substances into containers with a small 

opening.

Conical flask similar to the beaker, but has a narrow 

neck. The neck allows rubber bungs or 

cotton wool to be fitted. The shape 

allows the contents to be swirled or 

stirred and the narrow neck keeps the 

contents from spilling.

Boiling tube larger finger-like length of glass tubing, 

open at the top with a flared lip, and a 

rounded U-shaped bottom, can be 

heated.

Gauze made out of wire and holds small glass 

objects on a tripod

Beaker glass container for liquids, can be 

heated 

Measuring 

cylinder

container for determining volumes of 

liquids. 
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A: Religious Change Key Vocabulary
Medieval Period of history from 1066 to 

around 1500.

Pope Leader of the Catholic Church 

which centred on Rome.

Crusade A war started for religious reasons.

Archbishop

of 

Canterbury

The most important role in the 

church in England second only to 

the king.

Monastery A building where a group of monks 

or nuns live.

Monk A member of a religious 

community of men. They usually 

lived by vows of poverty, chastity 

and obedience.

Catholic The type of Christianity which 

England was when Henry VIII 

became king.

Protestant The type of Christianity became 

after Henry VIII broke from Rome.

Reformation A movement calling for the 

Catholic Church to change. It was 

led by the Protestants.

Bloody

Mary

The nickname given to Mary I 

because of her treatment of 

Protestants.

Martyr Someone who dies or is killed for 

their religious beliefs.

Religious A religious agreement.

Armada Fleet of warships

C:Religious Change Key Knowledge

Why was the church important to people?

- Going to church was a way of making sure you went to heaven.
- Important events were marked by church services, e.g. births, 
marriages, deaths.
- The church was the centre of the local community with the 
priest playing a variety of roles e.g record -keeper.

Why did Henry VIII break from Rome?
Political reasons

- He wanted to divorce Catherine of Aragon so he could marry 

Anne Boleyn and have a son.

- The Pope was a threat to his power.

Economic Reasons

- Henry VIII was bankrupt (had no money) and knew that if he 

controlled the church in England he could take their money and 

sell their land.

Religious Reasons

- There were reports that the church was corrupt.

Why did the Spanish try to invade in 1588?

R- Refusal of marriage

E- Execution of Mary, Queen of Scots

A- Attacks on Spanish treasure ships.

C- Catholic v. Protestant

H- Helping the Netherlands

HISTORY   How significant was religious change from 1066-1601?

A Catholic Church A Protestant Church
B: Catholic v Protestant

Richly decorated 

(statues and art)

Plain and simple (no 

statues or art)

Connected to God 

through the priest.

Connected to God 

directly by personal 

faith.

Priests wore 

elaborate robes.

Priests wore plain 

clothes.

They said mass in 

Latin.

Church services were in 

English

Pope was the head of 

the church.

Monarch was the head 

of the church.

D: Religious Change Key Dates

1096-

1271

The Crusades (aiming to recover the Holy 

Land from Islamic rule.

1170 The murder of Archbishop Thomas Becket

1509 Henry VIII is crowned king.

1533 Henry VIII breaks from Rome and becomes 

the leader of the Protestant church in 

England.

1535 Henry VIII begins to close (dissolve) the 

monasteries.

1547 Edward VI is crowned king. He is a strong 

Protestant.

1553 Mary I is crowned queen. She is a strong 

Catholic.

1558 Elizabeth I is crowned queen. She is a 

moderate Protestant.

1559 Elizabeth I introduces her religious 

settlement which establishes the Church of 

England.

1588 The Spanish Armada.

1605 The Gunpowder Plot
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Geography – The rainforest

Section A: Key Vocabulary

Vocabulary Definition

Altitude Measures the height of the land and is a 

factor affecting climate. 

Biome A large area of the globe with a similar 

climate and plant life. 

Canopy layer This is the primary layer of the forest and 

many animals live in this area since food is 

abundant. Those animals include: snakes, 

toucans and treefrogs.

Climate The usual weather conditions in a particular 

place or region e.g. temperate or tropical. 

Ecosystem The living and non-living things in an 

environment and how they work together. 

Emergent layer The tallest trees make up the emergent layer

Equator An imaginary line, splitting the Earth in half. 

It is where latitude lines begin and is at 0 

degrees.

Forest floor The bottom layer of the rainforest, it is very 

dark here so almost no plants grow there. 

Giant ant eaters live here.

Latitude lines Imaginary lines which measure the distance 

from the equator. They are measured in 

degrees. 

Precipitation The amount of rainfall in an area.

Tropics The region between the Tropic of Cancer 

(north of equator) and the Tropic of 

Capricorn (south of equator).

Understory layer The second to bottom layer of the rainforest, 

where little sunshine reaches.

Weather The day-to-day conditions of a particular 

place e.g. it is raining today. 

Deforestation The large-scale removal of trees from an 

area

Section B: Interesting facts

• Rainforests cover approximately 6% of the Earth’s surface by 

contain more than ½ of the world’s plants. About 90% of 

organisms are found in the canopy.

• About 30 million species of plants and animals live in tropical 

rainforests.

• There are two types of rainforests – Tropical and Temperate. 

Tropical rainforests are generally warmer than temperate ones.

• Many things we have in our homes come from rainforests 

including: chocolate, sugar, rubber, bamboo and many medicines.

Section C: Deforestation causes

• To clear space for farming: growing crops (e.g. soya 

beans & palm oil) and space cattle to generate cheap 

beef.

• Chopping down trees for wood.

• To build roads to mine for metals, gold & diamonds.

• To dig for oil.

• To flood areas to make dams & generate electricity.

Section C: Deforestation impacts

• An area the size of 20 football pitches is destroyed 

every 60 seconds.

• ½ of the tropical rainforests we had are gone.

• 28,000 species of animals are expected to become 

extinct in the next 25 years.

• Local people’s homes are destroyed.

• Levels of carbon dioxide in the air are increasing and 

oxygen is decreasing.



B. Art Key Knowledge 

What is art 

and religion?

Art and religion is a topic looking at why art is important within all religious beliefs. Artists are often inspired by religious items, texts, and 
stories to create pieces that reflect this belief. Most are created to inspire and strengthen religious communities and also help to tell the 
story of that faith. 

Why is art

important in 

religion?

Art enables people to show their faith and inspire others in the same beliefs. Art, music and literature are important forms of expression for 
many people. Whether they are religious or not, many people believe that human beings have a spiritual existence. We see this in places of 
worship, like Orthodox Christian churches which are full of icons and often highly decorated with gold and vibrant colours, designed to give 
worshippers a glimpse of what heaven may be like. Religious people will often decorate their homes with religious art as well.

Buddhism In the first century B.C., the Buddha was never depicted in art, instead he was symbolised by signs such as footprints or an empty seat. As 
art developed, favourite themes such as the historic life of the Buddha, as well as from his previous lives, were created. Today, the Buddha 
is often posed in a meditative state, Buddha reflects a path to enlightenment, honour, and separation from the suffering of the modern 
world. His teachings are also represented in Buddhist art through other symbols such as the Lotus, Eternal Knot, and Dharma Wheel. 
Buddhists will often have a shrine around a statue of the Buddha, which helps them to meditate at home or in their temple (often called a 
vihara). The mandala is an important art form in Buddhist tradition. It is a picture starting in the centre and expanding outwards. Buddhists 
believe this symbolises the entire universe. Mandalas can take the form of paintings on a wall or scroll, they might also be created with 
coloured sands or grains on tables or floors. The concentration and focus needed to create a mandala is thought of as a meditation in itself. 
A mandala isn’t necessarily a physical object. Some Buddhists create mandalas in their minds through meditation. Many Buddhists believe 
that mandalas can help a Buddhist along their path to enlightenment.

Christianity In the early days of the Church, art was very important as many people could not read or write, and often services were done in Latin. This 

meant they did not understand the religion. Therefore art was important to convey the message of Christianity to its people. This was done 

through pictures, statues, stain glass windows to show the stories found within the Bible. Many Christian churches are richly decorated with 

artworks depicting Jesus and the saints, but some places of worship see this as a distraction and prefer more plain surroundings. The art 

that is used can also be an area to focus and use to worship God and show devotion. 

Hinduism For many Hindus art has important connections to worship and devotion. Rangoli patterns created from coloured sand, rice, or grains, often 
adorn the doorsteps of Hindu homes around the time of Diwali. The bright colours of rangolis represent the idea of light, and they serve to 
offer a colourful welcome to Rama and Sita, the deities at the heart of the Diwali celebrations. Hindu mandirs, and often Hindu homes, 
feature shrines, which are places specially set aside for worship and devotion. At the centre of a shrine is usually a colourful statue or 
painting of a god or goddess, or sometimes several of them together. These statues are often called murtis, which means ‘forms’. 
Sometimes a murti will be made using expensive materials, like gold and may be dressed in the finest silks. For many Hindus, the great care, 
skill and effort taken to make images of gods and goddesses shows the artist’s devotion. The beautiful images help Hindus to focus on the 
deity they are worshipping.

Islam Islamic art is often vibrant and distinctive. In Islam, there is a lack of pictures of saints, important figures, and depictions of God or the 

heavens in a place of worship, also shows us a lot about the beliefs of the worshippers who go there. For instance, Muslims believe that 

Allah is too great to try to capture in pictures or sculptures, and so they find other ways to adorn their holy spaces and make them look 

beautiful. Many mosques will have beautiful calligraphy and geometric patterns. It is also forbidden to draw a picture of Muhammad (PBUH) 

as there is a worry that worshippers would worship his pictures rather than Allah. 

A. Art Key Vocabulary 

Allah The one and only God in Islam 

Belief Acceptance that something exists 

or is true 

Beatitudes Eight blessings that Jesus taught 

Buddhism Religion that follows the 

Buddha’s teachings 

Buddha The founder of Buddhism

Christ/Messiah Jesus, the Son of God 

Christian A follower of Christianity 

God The Father, the Son and the Holy 

Spirit in Christianity 

Hindu A follower of Hinduism 

Inspiration A force or influence that inspires 

someone to do something

Incarnation The birth of Jesus, God becoming 

human

Mandala A Buddhist geometric pattern

that represents the universe and 

life after death

Muslim A follower of Islam 

Parables A story with a meaning 

Peace Freedom from suffering 

Reconciliation Reuniting of beliefs/friendships

Ritual A religious ceremony consisting

of a series of actions 

Shrine a place regarded as holy because 

of its associations with a divinity 

or a sacred person or relic, 

marked by a building or other 

construction.

Spiritual Relating to or affecting the 

human spirit or soul as opposed 

to material or physical things

Symbolism An artistic and poetic movement 

or style using symbolic images 

and indirect suggestion to 

express mystical ideas, emotions, 

and states of mind

The trinity God the Father, God the Son and 

God the Holy Spirit, 3 parts that 

make up God

KS3 RE Religion and Art 
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SPANISH – Town and recycling

Section A – ¿Que hay en la ciudad?

Mi ciudad/pueblo se llama… = My city/town is

called…

En mi ciudad/pueblo (no) hay… = In my

city/town there is (not)…

una biblioteca = a library

un cine = a cinema   una discoteca = a club

una tienda = a shop   un puerto = a port

un polideportivo = a sports centre

un parque = a park un castillo = a castle

un estadio = a stadium

un hospital = a hospital

una plaza (de toros) = a town square (bull ring)

un museo = a museum

un instituto = a school

un centro comercial = a shopping centre

un supermercado = a supermarket

un mercado = a market

una estación = a station

una piscina =a swimming pool

un aeropuerto = an airport

Section B – ¿Dónde está?

¿Dónde está/n? = Where is/are…?

¿Por dónde se va…? How do you get to…?

Estoy perdido/a = I’m lost

por favor = please

gracias = thank you

Tuerce a la derecha/izquierda = turn right/left

Sigue todo recto = go straight on

Tome la primera/segunda a la derecha = take the first/second

street on the right

Tome la tercera a la izquierda = take the third street on the

left

Cruce la plaza = cross the square

Hasta el semáforo = until the traffic lights

Hasta el final de la calle = until the end of the road

está = it is (location)      están = they are (location)

enfrente de = opposite      al lado de = next to
entre = between     detrás de = behind
cerca de = near to        a la derecha de = to the right of
a la izquierda de = to the left of     en el centro = in the centre
fuera de = outside        a la esquina = on the corner

Section E – Poder and querer

Use poder meaning ‘to be able to/can’ and 

querer meaning ‘to want’ to arrange meetings 

with friends. 

Section C – Se puede

Use ‘se puede’ meaning ‘you can’ to say what you

can and cannot do in your town.

E.g. En mi ciudad se puede leer en la biblioteca. = 

In my town you can read in the library.

yo puedo quiero

tú puedes quieres

él/ella puede quiere

nosotros podemos queremos

vosotros podéis queries

ellos/ellas pueden quieren

Section F – Recycling

Reciclo = I recycle

Reciclamos = we recycle

papel = paper

plástico = plastic

vidrio = glass

latas = tins/cans

botellas = bottles

periódicos = newspapers

pilas = batteries

cartón = cardboard

juegos = games

ropa = clothes

Section D – Meeting up

Quieres? = Do you want to?

(no) quiero = I (don’t) want to

(no) puedo = I can (not)

Lo siento = sorry

Sí me gustaría = yes, I’d like

No tengo dinero = I don’t have any money

Ya tengo planes = I already have plans

Voy a… = I’m going to…

…ordenar mi dormitorio = tidy my room

…pasear el perro = walk the dog

…lavarme el pelo = wash my hair

Se puede No se puede

leer = read    aprender = learn
ver una película = watch a film

bailar = dance
comprar ropa/food = buy clothes/food

hacer deporte = play sport
jugar al fútbol = play football

ver un partido = watch a match
descansar = relax
viajar a = travel to

coger un tren/autobus = catch a train/bus
nadar = swim
visitar = visit

hacer picnic = have a picnic
salir con amigos = go out with friends

ir de compras = go shopping

Section G – Deber

Use the verb deber meaning ‘to have

to/must’ to say what you must recycle. 

E.g. Debo reciclar latas. = I must recycle

tins. You can also use ‘es necesario’. E.g. 

Es necesario reciclar pilas. = It’s necessary

to recycle batteries.yo debo

tú debes

él/ella debe

nosotros debemos

vosotros debéis

ellos/ellas deben
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SPANISH – Holidays

Section A – Las vacaciones

Voy de vacaciones a = I go on

holiday to

Veraneo = I spend the summer

Me quedo en casa = I stay at home

Alemania = Germany

Escocia = Scotland   España = Spain

Estados Unidos = USA

Francia = France    Gales = Wales

Grecia = Greece Portugal = Portugal

Inglaterra = England

Irlanda = Ireland    Italia = Italy

en julio = in July

en el verano = in the summer

en el inverno = in the Winter

a la playa = to the beach

a la montaña = to the mountains

al aire libre = outdoors

al campo = to the countryside

en la costa = to the seaside

en avión = by plane

en barco = by boat

en coche = by car

en tren = by train

Lo paso… = I have a….time

…bomba = fantastic

….fenomenal = wonderful

…guay = great

….bien = good

…mal = bad

El año que viene = Next year

El verano próximo = Next summer

Este verano = This summer

Section B – Ir

Use the verb ir meaning ‘to go’ to say where you and others go

on holiday.

E.g. Voy a Francia. = I go to France.

Vamos a Italia. = We go to Italy.

You can also use the verb ir with

the sentence starter ‘me gustaría’

which means ‘I’d like’. Here you

do not need to conjugate the verb

ir. You leave it as an infinitive.

E.g. Me gustaría ir a los Estados 

Unidos. = I’d like to go to the USA.

Section C – El tiempo

¿Qué tiempo hace/hizo? = What is/was the weather like?

Ayer = Yesterday Hoy = Today Mañana = Tomorrow

yo voy

tú vas

él/ella va

nosotros vamos

vosotros vais

ellos/ellas van

Verb Weather

Hace = it is sol = sunny
calor = hot
frío = cold
buen/mal tiempo = 
good/bad weather
viento = windy
fresco = cool

Hizo = It was

Va a hacer = It’s going to be

Hay = it is niebla = foggy
tormentas = stormy
chubascos = showersHubo = it was

Va a haver = it’s going to be

Está = it is nublado = cloudy
despejado = clear

Estuvo = it was

Va a estar = it’s going to be

Nieva = it’s snowing                      Llueva = it’s raining
Nevó = it snowed                           Llovió = it rained
Va a nevar=It’s going to snow   Va a llover=It’s going to rain

Section D – Se puede

Use ‘se puede’ meaning ‘you can’ to say what you can and 

cannot do on holidays.

E.g. Se puede tomar el sol en la playa. = You can sunbathe on

the beach.

Se puede No se puede

leer = read    comprar regalos = buy souvenirs
hacer deporte = play sport

escuchar música = listen to music
jugar al voleibol = play volleyball

descansar = relax      viajar a = travel to
tomar el sol = sunbathe        nadar = swim

visitar los monumentos = visit the sites
comer en un restaurante = eat in a restarant

comer un helado = eat an ice cream
construir un castillo de arena = build a sandcastle

esquiar = ski      hacer alpinismo = go hiking
visitar los museos = visit the museums

sacar fotos = to take photos
hacer camping = go camping

ir a la piscina/la playa = go to the pool/beach

Section E – The near future tense

The near future tense describes something that you are going to 

do. Use the verb ir meaning ‘to go’ followed by a then an

infinitive (AR, ER or IR) verb. 

IR

a

infinitive

yo voy AR, ER or 
IR verb.

E.g. 
hablar
comer
vivir

tú vas

él/ella va

nosotros vamos

vosotros vais

ellos/ellas van

E.g. Voy a ir a la 

playa. = I’m going

to go to the

beach. Vamos a

nadar en el mar. 

= We are going to

swim in the sea.



Track Events Jumping Events Throwing Events

100m 

Sprinting technique 

• Bend elbows at a right angle swing forcefully 

back and forth (not side too side) 

• Keep fingers outstretched with open palm 

• Keep back straight 

• Keep head up and eyes focussed on finish 

line

• Lift knee up high as the leg moves forwards

• Take longer stride length than when walking 

Long Jump

Long Jump technique 

• Run fast to the take off board

• Place one foot on the take off board and push 

off with this foot

• Swing arms forward and up in the air 

• Lift both legs and feet as high as possible 

• Land on both feet

Javelin 

Preparation  phase 

• Stand sideways 

• Bend back knee

• Hold javelin with throwing arm straight 

• Non throwing arm outstretched in front 

pointing to sky on 45 degree angle 

Execution phase 

• Straighten back leg 

• Bend throwing arm and move arm forward as 

fast as possible 

• Throw javelin on 45 degree angle 

• Try to get javelin to land flat or with the tip first

Year 7 PE Athletics 
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Y7 Design and Technology – Summer Term 1 

Electronics and Components: Key words

Tier 2 

Vocabulary

Definition

State To name or otherwise characterise

Describe Set out characteristics this maybe a feature, a 

pattern, a property or a process. Give some 

identification to what it may be like. 

Explain Set out purpose or reasons. 

Evaluate Judge from available evidence and consider

several options, ideas or arguments 

(Pros/Cons, Advantages/Disadvantages) and 

come to a conclusion

Tier 3 

Vocabulary 

Definition

Electricity The flow of electrons through a conductive 

material, Usually metallic.

Current The speed electricity is flowing 

Voltage The amount of electricity being used

Resistance Slows down electricity

LED Light Emitting Diode. Provides light as an 

output

Battery Provides power

Audience The market you are designing / Aiming your 

product at

Purpose The reason for the product / design.

Speaker Emits sound as an output

Resistor A component that restricts the flow of current 

in a circuit. 

Electronics and Components: Key Questions 

Questions: Answers:

What is the unit of 

electric current? 

Amperes or amps (A)

What does resistance 

do to electricity? 

Slows it down

How many cells would
a 9v battery have? 

6, each cell is 1.5v

What products would 
use a push to make 
switch? 

Alarm systems, Control 

systems, Smoke alarms.

What does a capacitor 
do? 

The capacitor is a component 
which stores up electrical 
charge. When power is 
disconnected from the input 
of a capacitor it allows the 
stored charge to flow out.

Why is it important to 

know who your 

intended audience is? 

So that the product is 

designed correctly for them. If 

it is designed correctly for the 

Audience, it has more chance 

of being sold, Making a profit 

and becoming successful. It 

also ensures less wastage of 

time money and resources by 

getting it right. 

Electronics and their components

Understand how to read a resistor’s value 

from it’s colour code and calculate values

Understand and explain the functions of 

common electronic components

List a range of potential audiences and 

purposes for your product.

Electronics and components: Key Diagrams

Resistor

Capacitor

Switch 

Battery  

LED  

Speaker  

http://www.google.co.uk/url?url=http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/standard/physics/using_electricity/alternating_and_direct_current/revision/2/&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=sJy9U5bzNIGLOKSngeAJ&ved=0CBgQ9QEwAQ&usg=AFQjCNGdYNe6Yncnq5ke2509Cl-F-lBhyA
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-Inkvpw1XjO0/UccIs5GmIYI/AAAAAAAAAEc/1ypFGmMbzOg/s1600/1000uf_capacitor.jpg
http://www.google.co.uk/url?url=http://www.rapidonline.com/electronic-components/dpdt-miniature-slide-switch-76-0100&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=HZy9U4GhMrSI7Aalx4CACg&ved=0CBYQ9QEwAA&usg=AFQjCNHCn9IGuUm_6FpXylGJP-Ec5nVzaw


DRAMA
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MUSIC – YEAR 7



Section A: Key Facts

Vocabulary

/ Information

Definition

An 
introduction 
to 
Morocco…

• Almost twice the size of the United Kingdom
• Population is about 35 million people (UK is about 66)
• Located on the North Western corner of Africa
• The largest city is Casablanca but the capital is Rabat
• The people speak a dialect of Arabic known as Darija
• Mt. Toubkal is the tallest mountain and the highest 

peak in North Africa
• The Sahara desert covers a large portion of the country

MOROCCAN TILE The artistic influence of Moroccan tiles can be found 
in many places throughout Morocco.

The use of colourful mosaic tiles are a traditional 
part of Moroccan architecture and interior design. 
They cover walls, fountains, floors, ceilings, window 
frames and more.

Zellige

‘Zell-i-ga’

A very unique method of hand crafted Moroccan tile 

is Zellige, which is a series of individually chiselled 

tiles set into a plaster base to form patterns of 

colourful geometric shapes. 

Key features 

of Moroccan 

Tiles…

Year 7 Art – Moroccan Tile


